Ron Price

Business Advisor, Facilitator, Speaker, Author

Ron Price is an international business advisor, facilitator, speaker
and author. As a professional speaker, Ron has traveled more than 2
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million miles and given over 2,000 speeches. His ability to connect
with an audience is one of his strongest assets, and he is known
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business success. As a business thought

enhance individual and organizational effectiveness, profitability
and growth.

leader, Ron is an established professional
speaker on the topics of leadership, team

In addition to being a respected international speaker, Ron is

building, innovation, human potential and

known for his unique blend of creative and systematic thinking,

organizational development.

versatility and practical optimism. He has worked in 15 countries
and served in almost every executive management position over the

Ron is a member of the National Speakers

past 45 years. In 2004, Ron founded Price Associates, a leadership

Association, part of the International

development firm with a core team of advisors who work globally.
As the former CEO of a multi-million dollar international company
himself, Ron understands the challenges and risks of running a
business and building a dynamic team. Ron works shoulder-toshoulder with executive leadership teams to bring strategic clarity
and transformational results to organizations — especially those
dealing with turmoil and transition.

Ron’s presentation to our Board of Directors
was dynamic, engaging and exceptionally
beneficial. Our organization is healthier,
happier, and more invigorated. We are
more than anxious to have Ron back!
– M.C. Niland, President/CEO, WITCO, Inc.

Faculty of Target Training International,
Ltd. and a consultant in Good Standing
with the Hartman Institute at the University
of Tennessee. Ron is also a member of
the Odyssey Global Leadership team, a
group of worldwide consultants that deliver
transformational programs for business.

Ron energizes
audiences into action
with practical advice
and skills for both
personal and business
success.

Topics

Ron speaks to organizations around the world on such topics as
business innovation, organizational growth, leadership and human
potential. Ron can work with your organization to develop a topic or
format specific to your needs. The following are a few of Ron’s most
popular topics:

Treasure Inside

Based on his book by the same name, “Treasure Inside” approaches
the subject of human potential. What is your potential? How much of
it have you realized? Learn how to trigger the activators of greatness
that are inherent in all of us.

Preparing Tomorrow’s Leaders

Tomorrow’s leaders will need to think about the future faster, further
and more precisely in order to guide their organizations into creating
new success. Ron shares insights on developing your organization’s
next generation of leaders.

Creating a High Functioning Team

What are the secrets to a highly engaged team? In this
presentation, Ron provides a clear pathway toward team health
and high performance. He will help you understand the principles
of overcoming team dysfunction and the ongoing disciplines of
extraordinary teams.

Entrepreneurial Cultures

Ron reveals how to create a culture of innovation in any size
organization. He discusses how to inspire your people to greater
vision and challenge them with new insights. You will leave with
practical strategies to create the organization of the future.

Becoming the Complete Leader

Explore the 25 competencies necessary for high-performing
leadership, and how leaders can both assess their potential for these
skills, as well as begin to work on improving them. Attendees will
leave with an understanding of the merits of well-rounded leadership,
and how teams can work together to build leadership strength.

As Ron speaks and moves about
the room, he gains the attention
of everyone in the audience.
He speaks in a way that people
understand and drives home
his hard-hitting points with air
and enthusiasm. When I think of
creative and inspiring business
speakers, there is no one I could
choose over Ron Price.
– Steve Morris, Founder/Partner,
ChoiceWorks Inc.

Ron is available for keynotes, ½-day and full-day workshops and retreats.

For more information please email Nichole MacDowell at

nichole@price-associates.com
or call +1.208.442.0556

